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Two brothers will need all their wilderness skills to survive when they set off into the woods of Wyoming in
search of their absent father.

Jake and Taylor Wilder have been taking care of themselves for a long time. Their father abandoned the
family years ago, and their mother is too busy working and running interference between the boys and her
boyfriend, Bull, to spend a lot of time with them. Thirteen-year-old Jake spends most of his time reading. He
pours over his father’s journal, which is full of wilderness facts and survival tips. Eleven-year-old Taylor
likes to be outside playing with their dog, Cody, or joking around with the other kids in the neighborhood.

But one night everything changes. The boys discover a dangerous secret that Bull is hiding.

And the next day, they come home from school to find their mother unconscious in an ambulance. Knowing
they are no longer safe and with nowhere else to go, the Wilder Boys head off in search of their father. They
only have his old letters and journal to help them, but they have to make it.

It’s a long journey from the suburbs of Pittsburgh to the wilderness of Wyoming; can the Wilder Boys find
their father before Bull catches up with them?
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From reader reviews:

Mildred Miller:

The book Wilder Boys make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your capable far
more increase. Book can to become your best friend when you getting tension or having big problem using
your subject. If you can make examining a book Wilder Boys for being your habit, you can get a lot more
advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about many or all subjects. You
are able to know everything if you like wide open and read a guide Wilder Boys. Kinds of book are a lot of.
It means that, science reserve or encyclopedia or other individuals. So , how do you think about this book?

Jose German:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation as well as go to the outside with them
friends and family or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just
watching TV, or perhaps playing video games all day long. If you wish to try to find a new activity this is
look different you can read any book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book which you read
you can spent all day long to reading a book. The book Wilder Boys it is quite good to read. There are a lot
of those who recommended this book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have
enough space to deliver this book you can buy the actual e-book. You can m0ore very easily to read this
book out of your smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book provides high quality.

Albert Lightner:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got scholars? We believe that that issue was
given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. And you also know
that little person similar to reading or as looking at become their hobby. You have to know that reading is
very important and also book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to provide you knowledge, except
your own teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update about something by book. Amount types of
books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is this Wilder Boys.

Kurt Bohnert:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from it. You can take knowledge and information coming
from a book. Book is composed or printed or created from each source that filled update of news. On this
modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From media social
including newspaper, magazines, science publication, encyclopedia, reference book, book and comic. You
can add your understanding by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or
just searching for the Wilder Boys when you desired it?
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